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Terror and internet, on the surface those are two different worlds of content:
Terror is the implication of violence, or threatening to implement it, against
civilians in the name of achieving political aims. First and foremost, granted the civilians
are considered the “underbelly” of society and means of heightened pressure on the
government so they change their policy and actions according to the terror organization’s
will.
Due to its nature, terror action is discrete, mostly departmentalized, hierarchical,
and defies the existing order and asks to change it. Today, most terror actions committed
by Islamic organizations whose aim is to enforce with violation and force of arm the
Islamic religion, values and culture on the rest of the countries in the world and
emphasizing the western countries and as revenge on the physical action of those
countries in various places around the world and their attitude towards Muslims viewing
these organizations. This is done in contrast with values, culture, tradition, governmental
orders, freedom and democracy.
On the other hand, the technology, internet and cellular in most cases are the
product of the west, including hardware, software, computer games, apps, browsers,
coding software, operating systems, giant companies and other technological solutions.
And yet, despite this striking contrast, Islamic terror organizations make use of all
of technology’s wonders and the heights of western innovation, using these tools to fight
the west and its culture, which they are trying to tattoo. Meaning the Islamic terror
organizations today fight the west, its culture and its values using its own tools.
Physical terror action includes several stages which, together, comprise a whole
life cycle which includes, among others: spreading the ideology and the message;
recruiting supporters, activists, and money; communication between the supporters and
the organization, and communication between the activists before and during the
execution of terror actions; gathering intelligence before committing the terror action;
operational guidance for activists; executing the terror action; and finally documenting
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the action and publishing it using different media in order to achieve the fear effect, the
terror the action was intended for.
Today, using various technological developments, which are available to anyone,
the terror organization can execute most of these stages using online means. The terror
action itself is conducted in a physical space, yet almost all of the preparation stages can
be conducted in the online and technological space, in order to create a physical terror
action, which in turn is documented by various technological means, is published in the
online and cellular arena and distributed by social networks and various media apps.
Thus the life cycle of a physical terror act is closed, which began in the online space,
was executed physically and came to completion in documenting the action back in the
online world.
The online connection serves the “Islamic State” organization in creating
communication in different ways, on vast platforms, in front of target audiences and in
many languages. Social networks serve the organization and its supporters as a stage to
distribute their aims, to the media, to document terror events they committed, and
actually, for anything.
The “Islamic State” organization operates a news agency called Amaq, which
publishes a lot of information, high in quality and frequency, about the actions in the
areas of the “Islamic State” and the battles [1]. This is done among others by using tags
on Twitter such as #amaqagency [2], #amaqnews [3]. Among the information published
by it there can be found videos that show terror actions in real time which were
committed by their activists around the world including the Philippines [4], the
Parliament invasion in Iran [5], and streaming updates [6] about what is going on all the
while taking responsibility for the event [7], as well as for terrorist attacks. Such as those
which were committed in Tunisia [8], Paris [9], London [10], Afghanistan [11], Orlando
[12] and other places around the world [13]. Alongside terrorist attack documentation
[14], which the organization has committed, and hostages it’s caught [15], and even
documenting water shortage for the citizens of the city of Raqqa in Syria after the
American aerial attack which damaged the water systems [16].
In addition, the news agency published many infographs in different languages,
which summarize in a visual way the terror actions its people are committing [17],
including the battles on the city of Mosul [18].
Moreover, the organization has launched several apps, in order to spread news on
its activity in the fields under his control [19] and the news agency’s in order to spread
its word in cellular means as well [20], also there are apps for communication between
its activists [21].
Another use in the cellular world is not only creating apps, but also using existing
ones for the benefit of the organization publications. The app Telegram, for the relative
secrecy it provides and the capability of creating information distribution channels
(Channels), became a favorite among the organization, as well as many other
organizations and companies that participate in the war in Iraq and Syria [22]. It has
come to a claim that it has published in December 2016, according to which the usage
of this app by the “Islamic State” is more common than the social network Twitter [23].
Moreover, the organization uses other communication apps, some in a targeting way, in
example Zello [24], which enables turning the cellular phone device into a Walkie Talkie,
through which voice messages of its activists were spread [25].
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Another area is the social networks, where, along with the active use in various
networks, there is an attempt of the organization to create a social network alike
Facebook [26], as well as a Facebook page named Islamic State Scholars, as a framework
where Muslim religious people expressed their support of the organization and a stage
for internet users to pose them with religious questions (the page is inactive to date) [27].
Meanwhile, the social networks serve as a stage not only for spreading the organization’s
messages, but also for using different tags where warnings to the USA against their
military involvement in Iraq ( )جمعة_تحذير_الشعب_األمريكيare published during the year
2014 [28] and against the west as a whole [29]. Beside it being a common viral stage for
creating online psychological warfare, the ability to create in online means that is now
called Fake News, a false, alternative reality, which no longer exists in the physical one.
In creating this alternative reality with online means and spreading it around the online
world, the organization wants to magnify its activity and the fear effect, to assimilate it
and horrify even more. The most obvious example for that is the story of the execution
of Jordanian pilot Lieutenant Muath Safi Yousef Al-Kasasbeh [30], whose plane was
shot down on the 24th of December, 2014 by the organization’s men while participating
in an attack on his viewpoints in Syria. During his capture, the “Islamic State” published
an interview with him in issue number 6 of the organization’s magazine, Dabiq (pages
34-37) [31]. In January 2015 a well-edited, high quality video was published, which
documents for 22 minutes the pilot’s execution in cremation while being inside a cage
[32]. Yet a blogger named Thomas Wictor published in the beginning of February a
detailed analysis where he claims that this video is nothing but a fake (a claim which
was published simultaneously by the hacker organization “The Electronic Syrian Army”)
[33]. The pilot was indeed executed, yet by being shot in the head after carrying out his
captors’ instructions and making various movements, which imitate being burned in a
cage. The blogger’s claim was that the video was edited in a professional way and that
the fire was nothing but computerized effects and weren’t real [34]. Those were created
to maximize the horror and fear effect and to assimilate the event in the collective
memory. And on the other hand, to ensure, horrifically, that the desired movements were
achieved while maintaining repetition until his captors have achieved the desired final
product.
Another reason for executing an online psychological warfare by the organization,
is not only to magnify its activity and the fear factor, but to attribute horrific actions to
its enemies and presenting them as barbarians. An example for this is the Twitter
announcement which was published in the beginning of January 2014 in which a
photograph of skulls claiming that these were found by the organization’s warriors after
seizing an airport from Shi’ite warriors. In reality, it turns out that the photograph was
taken from a Muslim cemetery in Jaffa [35].
Another online activity arena for spreading the organization’s word, its Mishna
and activity are online magazines, which are published by it from time to time in high
quality and in different languages. Magazines in English include Dabiq [36], which is
published from time to time since July 2014, and Rumiyah [37], which is published
monthly from September 2016. It appears that this magazine replaced several others that
were active beforehand, including Dar al-Islam [38], which was published in French
from the end of December 2014, Konstantiniyye in Turkish [39], which was published
from June 2015, and a Russian magazine named Istok [40].
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Alongside publishing the organization’s messages and communication with its
supporters, modern technology serves the terror organizations with creating operational
communication among its activists. Both by posing various operational alerts and
messages in porn websites and electronic dealing [41], and even claiming to use gaming
platforms such as PS4 for planning and coordinating physical terrorist attacks [42]. The
arena of computer games serves the organization not only for communication, but also
for boosting the warriors’ moral and training in warfare tactics. For this purpose, it has
launched back in September 2014 a game named “Sound of Swords” ([ )صليل الصوارم43].
The organization uses various new technological means including multirotor
drone for documenting suicide operations [44], and for executing terrorist attacks by
dropping bombs from the drone above the target [45], alongside publications, which
summarize the results of those drone bombings [46].
Another technological mean is the virtual coin, Bitcoin, which was charged a few
times because it serves the organization’s activists in events and different places around
the world [47].
Simultaneously, the organization is trying to keep its security and its people’s
security and therefore it is publishing various guidelines and instructions for careful
online behavior in order to avoid the NSA’s eyes and not enclose their location [48], all
the while using various coding software, most of which comprise a compilation of
existing Arab software, for protection of the communication and security of its activists
[49].
On the other hand, the organization acts to recruit activists using various
technological means including sending alerts via Viber [50], but not just activists, but
also active hackers. In the end of January 2016, it was published that responsible bodies
recognized with “Islamic State” are ready to pay Indian hackers a sum of up to 10,000
dollars for a successful attack on the local government websites and achieving access to
sensitive documents and stealing them [51]. This happened after the fact that am o nth
earlier it was reported that the Indian government intends to create a war room in order
to protect the social networks 24 hours a day as a part of its war against the online activity
of the “Islamic State” in Indian languages and other Asian languages, aside from Hindi
and English [52].
Hackers who recognize themselves with the activity of the “Islamic State”
committed over the past years online actions, which do not constitute a real cybernetic
attack with physical, tangible damage. These were mainly hacks into different websites
around the world and defacing them [53], alongside hacking accounts in the social
networks where contents supporting the organization was posted. In addition, its activists
dealt with information leaks. Mainly personal information of bodies in the USA [54],
for example the leak in March 2015 of information of about a hundred pilots of the US
army [55], and publishing information and pictures of the air force bases of the US in
Saudi Arabia [56]. In September 2016 a citizen of Kosovo, a minor named Ardit Ferizi,
was sentenced to 20 years [57] in jail after confessing to hacking in June 2015 to the
computer systems and transferring the information of 1,351 US government and army
personnel [58] to Junaid Hussain [59], who was nicknamed Abu Hussain al-Britani, an
organization member of the “Islamic State”. He published the information on August
11th, 2015, and was eliminated by an American USAV in Raqqa two weeks afterwards.
Moreover, halfway through March 2016 “Caliphate Cyber Army”, which is recognized
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with the “Islamic State”, published the information of 36 police officers of the Minnesota
Police Department.
Indeed, there are various attempts in fighting this branched online activity of the
“Islamic State”.
The USA and the UAE created a center named Sawab [60], for online warfare
[61] against the extreme contents the organization is spreading. This was created, on the
one hand, to show other moderate sides of the Islam religion, and on the other, to display
the horrors of the organization and the price the victims, as well as the activists and their
families, must pay, and this is done by creating campaigns and tags in English [62] and
Arabic [63] in the social networks.
Provided the online activity of the organization is expressed in the various social
networks, these are uniting to minimize the organization and its activists’ online
presence. At the end of April 2015 Twitter announced that it has blocked accounts related
to the “Islamic State” [64] and in February it posted on its official blog that during the
second half of 2015 it blocked above 125,000 accounts, which support terror actions,
most of them related to the “Islamic State’ [65]. Against this action messages were posted
on behalf of the organization containing threats on the lives of the founders of Facebook
and Twitter [66].
Does a repetitive shutting-down of social network accounts indeed assist in
preventing the terrorist organizations’ online activity? A study published in February
2016 determines that such a move indeed has the capability of restricting the online
activity in the English language of the organization’s supporters [67]. Whereas a study
published roughly a year earlier analyzed the activity of the supporters of the
organization on Twitter in characteristics of geographical location, the language the users
write in, the number of accounts closed and the scope of their popularity. The research
determines that closing the accounts can create new threats, including increasing the
radicalization of the supporters of the organization in the social networks [68].
In March 2017, however, news alerts were posted, according to which, Twitter has
blocked above 636,000 accounts connected with terror actions since the beginning of
August 2015, when only the in second half of 2016 it blocked about 377,000 such
accounts [69].
Another way is not only blocking specific accounts in social networks, but often
blocking access completely to these networks. Halfway through 2014, it was reported
that Iraq has blocked access to Google, YouTube and Facebook in an attempt to prevent
spreading the “Islamic State” propaganda inside Iraq [70]. This is done alongside
publications of the coalition of countries fighting the “Islamic State” which call users to
report messages that support the organization in the various social networks [71],
and a similar calling from the government of France [72]. Also, infographs that depict
the horrors of the organization, the damages it made and its enormous financial profits
[73], which sometimes are based on infographs that the organization has published [74].
Yet, the activity against this propaganda is also in the physical plane, for example
arrests of those suspected in involvement with the organization’s activity or eve in
publishing online contents that support terror. At the end of February 2015 a young
Kurdish man was sentenced in Vienna to six months in prison on probation for being
accuses of publishing propaganda in favor of the organization on Facebook [75], and
pictures from its activities. In Spain in October 2016 two Moroccan youngsters were
arrested for publishing online contents supporting terror and promoting the
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organization’s activity [76]. Another way of stopping the organization’s activists is, in
example, the Russian software, which is used to detect and capture recruiters on behalf
of the “Islamic State” in the various social networks. The experts search in various posts
in the social networks for signs that indicate recruitment, and then address the user in a
covert way and with technological means in order to expose and arrest him [77].
Another way is the combination of technological means and public activity, for
example the Hackathon, which lasted a few days, which took place in many cities
around the world including Australia, as part of a national local program for extreme
online warfare, while calling Australian youngsters to suggest online solutions for
dealing with the organization’s online propaganda [78].
The religious bodies in some of the countries also rallied to warn against the
organization’s propaganda implications; in example, the high religion authority in Egypt
forbade in March 2015 women from marrying activists of the “Islamic State” via the
internet. This was a reaction to messages the organization posted in the social networks
where there was a call for marriage via video chats [79].
Even the activist phenomenon ”Anonymous” is acting against the “Islamic State”
organization, by conducting an online hunt [80], which includes various operations and
tags in the different social networks, including OpNo2ISIS [81] , OpISIS [82],
OpFuckISIS [83], OpIceISIS [84]; publishing guidelines which hold guidelines for
online warfare against the organization, hacking and detecting its activity in social
networks and an explanation on how to report this online activity, creating an online
form for reporting the Twitter accounts recognized with the organization [85]; publishing
addresses of Twitter accounts associated with it [86]; and spreading videos that call for
online warfare against the organization [87]. This goes along with activity of hackers
who hacked in March 2017 to the news agency of the “Islamic State” and used it as a
base for spreading malware [88].
The organization “Islamic State” acts in modern means to enforce religion, culture
and values which root back more than a thousand years, on the western world, not only
through physical terror actions and military occupations, but also using various
technological means to accomplish all the stages of executing physical terror activity.
Beginning with spreading the message and ideological ideas and ending with
documenting the physical terror activity itself with online means and spreading it using
the various platforms around the world; both to encourage the organization’s supporters
and to spread fear and terror among its enemies.
Therefore, the challenge the organization poses is on various planes, including:
the military, ideological, and technological. Even if the technological level and the
cybernetic threat its activists pose is low right now and is not posing a threat for actual
cybernetic damage, dealing with its activity needs to be in all planes, including the
technological, internet and cellular.
Granted the supporters and activists of the organization are youngsters who grew
up in an internet, online and cellular environment, when most of them even came from
the western countries, from an environment saturated in technology and internet, then
these various means are available to the organization’s activists and supporters and
constitute a natural environment in the entire scope of its activity. Mainly in an
organization which has support among many countries, resulting in a phenomenon where
these don’t have to physical be in the war zones, but can stay in their place, be active as
“lone wolves” both as active terrorists and active in the online and cybernetic arena.
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Thus, dealing with its technological and online activity needs to be in different
plains, varying, in various means by individuals, organizations and countries.
Autonomously and coordinated as one. Yet because of the nature of the “Islamic State”
organization and the nature of its activity around the world, it is important to know that
technology alone cannot provide an encompassing solution to the challenge this
organization is posing. The technology provides one layer of cultural, religious, social,
financial, intelligence, and military coping. As complex as the organization, its messages
and activity are, so will be the coping, which is not far from being over in the
technological and internet planes.
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